DESCRIPTION

EKO PENETRATING OIL SPRAY is a premium rust-preventing lubricant suitable for commercial use but also many everyday applications. Made with a highly effective mixture of active penetrating components, it is especially designed to disperse rust, remove humidity, lubricate and protect from corrosion.

EKO PENETRATING OIL SPRAY releases screws, nuts, bolts and joints stuck from oxidation.

It is also suitable for the lubrication of joints, hinges and locks as, once applied, the product ingredients slowly evaporate, leaving a thin lubricating oil layer on the applied surface.

APPLICATIONS

- Suitable for marine and industrial applications.
- Suitable for plumbing applications.
- Will put an end to creaking doors, windows, locks, hinges, sliding doors, drawers and other mechanisms.
- Suitable as electrical equipment humidifier.
- Use in automobiles, sewing machines and tools.
- Removes grease from equipment and hands.
- Excellent firearm lubricant.
INSTRUCTIONS

For light rust, cover the desired surface with EKO PENETRATING OIL SPRAY and leave to penetrate for one minute, before disassembling equipment parts.

For highly rusted surfaces, remove loose parts with a wire brush, apply EKO PENETRATING OIL SPRAY and allow to penetrate for 3-5 minutes.

For small parts, immersion in the product for 1-5 minutes is recommended.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Consult product Safety Data Sheet.